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EVENING POOL ENJOYMENT

Fixed-color choices

IntelliBrite® 5G Color-Changing Underwater LED Lights provide vivid
illumination. Consumes only 26 watts for pool lights and 18 watts for
spa lights, IntelliBrite 5G Lights also use significantly less energy than
traditional incandescent and halogen pool lights.
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POOLSIDE NIGHTS GO FROM GREAT TO SPECTACULAR.
IntelliBrite 5G Lights offer a virtually endless range of dramatic
underwater lighting effects. With five vibrant, fixed colors and
seven light shows, IntelliBrite 5G Lights provide a wide spectrum
of options at your command.*
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Standard light shows

SAm Mode:
Cycles through the color
spectrum of the SAm Light

Party Mode:
Rapid color changing builds
energy and excitement

Romance Mode:
Slow transition for a
mesmerizing and
calming routine

BETTER LIGHT DISPERSION.
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The innovative lens geometry and
reflector design of the IntelliBrite 5g
Lights provide a choice in positioning
based on a pool’s shape and layout.
The default wide mode is used for
lights in the side of pools, while the
narrow mode is used for lighting under
diving boards and can illuminate the
length of the pool. Plus, the IntelliBrite
5g’s light beam distribution eliminates
“hot spots” and glare.
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Superior lens
geometry

California Sunset Mode:
Dramatic transitions of orange,
red and magenta tones

SYNCHRONIZES SEAMLESSLY
WITH CONTROL SYSTEMS.

American Mode:
Patriotic red, white and
blue transition

Enjoy fast and easy control of pool lighting
with the Pentair automation including the
Pentair IntelliCenter® Pool Control System
or the optional Color Sync™ Controller for
Pentair Color LED Pool lights.

Caribbean Mode:
Transitions between a variety
of blues and greens

Color Sync™ Controller
for Pentair Color LED
Pool Lights
Royal Mode:
Cycle that selects only rich,
deep tones of color

INTELLIBRITE 5G
®

UNDERWATER LED WHITE &
COLOR-CHANGING LIGHTS

IntelliBrite 5G Underwater LED Lights
have earned the Eco Select® brand
distinction as one of the greenest and
most efficient choices from Pentair.
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The TradeGrade family of
products is exclusively made
for and sold by the world’s most
demanding pool professionals.

